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CLUB OFFICIALS 
 

CLUB OFFICIALS AND COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

 

President Sir John Cave Bt, DL 

 

Chairman   Bryan Smith  

 

Secretary   Rob Parkinson (Publicity & Website) 

 

Treasurer  Matt Atkins 

 

 

Committee members   

Steve Perrelle    (Fixtures) 

Alan Simpson    (Equipment & Development) 

Nick Maxwell    (Access & SWOA rep) 

Roger Green    (Map Archivist) 

Tom Lillicrap    (Mapping Sub-committee chair) 

Graham Dugdale  (Membership) 

Tbc –     Coaching co-ordinator 

Ruth Chesters   (Club captain) 

Helen Taylor    (Volunteering & Child Welfare) 

Meg Somers & Hugo Twigger (Junior reps) 

Andy Reynolds 

 

Devon League – Tim Gent 

Clothing - Vivienne Maxwell 

POCs – Damian Wilson 

 

NOTE 

I am sorry to say that this will be the last Devon Orienteer as the committee feels that it an outdated mode of 

communication.  Over the years it has been produced by several members, the most notable Mike Hosford who was 

the longest serving orienteering newsletter editor in the country. 

I wish the club well in the future. 

 

Susan Hateley 

 

CHAIRMAN’S CHAT 

 
Keeping in touch with members is a vital aspect of our work as a club.  Members want up to date and accurate basic 

information about forthcoming events and associated results. Amongst other things, they also want news about what 

other club members are doing and any particular successes they may have achieved.  

We have recently been looking at what we do in terms of communication and how best we do this in an increasingly 

digital age. Currently we keep in touch with members primarily through our website, Devon’s Facebook pages, the bi-

monthly newsletter, MailChimp and, don’t overlook it, word of mouth.   

Taking the last mentioned first, we now have a hospitality tent /social area / tea tent – call it what you will – where 

people are able to mingle and chat before and after their run. This is important in our sport as we don’t have a regular 

venue or club house in which people get together. Please make use of it. Contributions of cakes and goodies welcome! 

Tim Gent has kindly agreed to take responsibility for setting this up on a regular basis for events, weather permitting. 

The current website is now well established and should be the most straightforward source of any information 

members want about the club (with the possible exception of names and contact details of club members provided 

separately for data protection reasons). How is the website working for you?  

Devon’s Facebook pages seem to work well, recognising that not all club members use Facebook. Typically each post 

reaches about 200 people. Details of the recent Haldon event reached over 800. It provides a quick, and hopefully 

stimulating, way of sharing things of interest. However, it would be great to see a wider group of people posting and 

commenting. By all means join in the conversation!  
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The role and effectiveness of the Club Newsletter has probably changed as a result of so much information now being 

available on-line, often very quickly and in formats which you can easily dip into and out of. Therefore, we are 

proposing that this edition of the Newsletter will be the last. I would like to take this opportunity to thank Sue Hateley 

for all the work she has put in to editing the newsletter and gathering contributions from across the club for many 

years. If Sue’s filing system is accurate it looks like we are up to 179 editions; a huge achievement! 

The Welcome /Ask Me person is someone you should expect to see at each event, particularly if you are less familiar 

with the sport or who does what. They will often hear about what works well, or less well, for club members. 

In place of the Newsletter we hope to see more reports on the website from club members about their experiences at 

different events, whether successful or not, local or international, individual or group. Please send contributions to 

myself, or Rob Parkinson, as we both tend to manage the website.  

Mailchimp is managed by Graham Dugdale and goes out to all club members at approximately monthly intervals.  It is 

proving to be an effective way of getting information, which might otherwise be overlooked, to all club members on a 

regular basis 

Finally, we are also looking to produce a short annual report which will allow a more reflective look back at the last 

year. This should be available for the AGM on 24
th
 September, at Escot Park in East Devon, following the Club 

Championships.  

Do you feel you get the information you want from the club and in the right format? Are there suitable ways in which 

your views, news and comments are heard within the club and, where appropriate, shared with others?  

If you have any comments about keeping in touch……we would be delighted to hear from you.  

Bryan Smith 
 

 

 

 

 

 

WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS 

 
A very warm welcome to all those who have recently joined the club, especially:  I hope that you will enjoy all your 

orienteering. 

 

Alistair Sellar M40 Teignmouth 

Debbie Sellar W40 Teignmouth 

Alexi Sellar W10 Teignmouth 

Finn Sellar M12 Teignmouth 

 

 

 

 

SELECTIONS 

 
Congratulations to the all the following Juniors who have been selected to take part in training events and to represent 

the SW in competition.  You are making the club very proud of you. 

 

Flurry Grierson has been selected to take part in the Talent Camp in Scotland this summer and the Pre World Junior 

Orienteering Championships in 2018. 

 

Harry McMurtrie has been selected to attend theNational Elite Training Squd camp in Sweden in August. 

 

Nine juniors have been selected to represent the South West at the Junior Inter Regional event on September 23
rd

 and 

24
th
 2017.  They are: 

M14 Ed Purchase and Tom Perry. 

M16 Reuben Vasey, Flurry Grierson and Jack Forrest. 

M18 Dominic Walker, Harry McMurtrie and Jonty Eaton-Hart 

W16 Meg Somers 
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CLUB CAPTAIN’S NOTE 

 
Overall, I have enjoyed my new post as the Devon Orienteering Club captain  The  job has certainly kept me busy 

during the first few months of the year.  Thanks to John and Ben, who have been a great help to me with the computer 

work. 

A big  thank you to everyone who was in a Devon team at the Compass Sport Cup heat, the JK relays and the British 

Championships relay events.  Devon had several teams m the top ten finishers at the JK.  With nine teams competing, 

and a few family members supporting, it was a great atmosphere.  Well done to Meg, Tommy and Tom who were on 

the podium, 3rd out of 76 teams in the Ad hoc. Also, Ben, Tom and Rob who came 4th out of 48 teams in 165+, and 

Dom, Simon and Steve who were 10th in the Ad hoc. 

The Devon M60 team at the British Champs were 8th out of 26 teams. 

Please keep October the 22nd free, if you can, so that you will be available to onenteer for Devon in the Compass 

Sport Cup final.  Bring your family and friends, as they will be very welcome They could try out the novice course, or 

help with car parking and other jobs that need man power. 

 

 Ruth Chesters 

 

 

 

 

 

CONTROLLERS COURSE 
The Club recently organised a Level C Controllers Course at Islington Village Hall.  The course was presented by 

Roger Hargreaves (KERNO), who is a very knowledgeable and experienced Grade A controller, he certainly knows 

his subject.  The day was broken up with a practical exercise on nearby Haytor, with Alison Reynolds placing a 

variety of multicoloured control site tags for the participants to try to locate, to replicate the sometimes difficult job of 

a controller. 

 

Photo courtesy Roger Hargreaves 

 

The attendees were Rob Parkinson, Tom Lillicrap, Damian Wilson and Steve Perrelle from Devon and Angethey will 

be confirmed la Modica and Pete Shrivington from QO.  We hope that, subject to the necessary experience 

requirements, they will be confirmed by SWOA and go on to control club events. 

Thanks to Rob for organising the hall and the light refreshments and of course to Roger Hargreaves without whom the 

course could not have taken place. 

The club intend to put on other courses for officials (Organiser and Planner) later in the year, so if you are interested 

please let me, Andy Reynolds, or the Club Chairman know. 

Andy Reynolds 
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REMINISCENCES OF PETER FLICK 

1932 – 2017  
 

Peter Flick was a larger than life character full of bonhomie who made his presence felt by having a powerful voice. If 

you wanted someone to call out names at the Start he was your man.  He was a bit of a legend in his own lifetime. 

We first came in to contact with Peter Flick in the 1980’s. We had joined the Teign Valley Hash and from time to time 

we received a ‘Fixture List’ from somebody called ‘Biggles’. Apparently he was the hashing guru who everybody 

looked up to. I think he had founded Ashburton Hash House Harriers where he got his hash name, as he wore a RAF 

style flying helmet. He produced this small booklet called ‘Hare you well!’ which told you how to lay trails. This we 

consulted when finally we laid a trail for TVH3.   

 

After a while Biggles saw the good points of yet another activity involving the Great Outdoors and got himself 

involved in Orienteering. He was not a great athlete, although he had run the London Marathon in the distant past, but 

confined himself to the easier courses and getting involved in the running of the club.  He served as Chairman for one 

or two three year terms.  He also did some training and got himself a Public Service Vehicle License. He then hired 52 

seater coaches and drove us to Galoppens in the New Forest and Forest of Dean.  He also drove minibuses to Wales, 

Sussex and Yorkshire for JK Festivals.  He was an acknowledged expert in crossing muddy fields in a loaded minibus 

at about 30 miles per hour. It was a bit frightening but he could do it OK. 

 

He also used to act as a midpoint checkpoint for the Dartmoor Long O events. He had a four wheel drive 

Landrover which came in useful moving orienteering equipment about.  

 

In later years he had trouble getting about and so he treated himself to a mobility scooter. Not just a scooter but 

an All-Terrain Scooter.  He used to take this on a trailer behind his car and meet up with similar gentlemen so they 

could drive around in a small convoy. I was horrified to be told by him that he had been driven from his house in 

Sticklepath to some shindig or other at Gidleigh – in the dark – both ways! 

 

Peter Flick was also a railway enthusiast.  If I was in the area I sometimes called in to see him.  Apart from 

chewing over the latest developments in orienteering, we spent a lot of time discussing our mutual interest in railways 

and I used to borrow some of his books to read.  He was involved with the operation of the Okehampton to Meldon 

Railway and their attempts to get occasional trains at weekends from Exeter to Okehampton. 

 

You may wonder what Peter Flick did before he did all these interesting activities. He owned a garage, in 

Ashburton, I think it was. 

 

In his later life he encouraged and enabled a lot of people, young and old, to enjoy these varied activities in the 

countryside. He will be missed by those who knew him and enjoyed his company. 

 

Roger Green 

 

 

 

 

DESPATCHES FROM NEW ZEALAND 

 
The second part of the WMOC. 

 

THE WMOC LONG COMPETITION, WOODHILL FOREST. 

 

Woodhill forest stretches for about 50 miles along the west coast to the north of Auckland. Large sand dunes, built up 

over centuries by the pounding Pacific surf are now forested with commercial plantations of exotic pine.  In places 

there’s an understorey of native bush; elsewhere are large clumps of pampas grass (known here as ‘cutty grass’ due to 

its sharp edged leaves) which make straight line navigation quite difficult.  

It’s a brilliant area for orienteering; very few paths (and those that were mapped proved quite difficult to see on the 

ground); and no man-made features apart from the extraction roads. The dunes, hollows and slacks are mapped with 

2.5metre contours, and indeed both of our courses on all 3 days used mostly ‘brown’ features as control sites.  
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Basically if you’re not where you think you are in Woodhill, it will take quite a long time to relocate…. But the maps 

were excellent. The land shapes, whether in complicated, steep or vague areas, seemed to be faithfully interpreted, and 

all route choices were fair.  

Both qualification races were held in the same large block, called ‘Temu Road’. For us the first race repaid straight 

line orienteering and good distance judgement while ticking off the brown shapes.  There seemed to be a bit more 

cutty grass than the map showed, which was slightly irritating, but overall I had a really good race here, finishing 10
th

 

fastest - though the pressure to keep running took its toll and I was exhausted at the end. John also had a good run but 

other M70s were super-fast (4.2 k in 32 mins) and he was 22/54 in his heat (168 in class) after a bad wobble on No.2. 

The second qualification race started on the harder, steeper and more accidented terrain toward the inland side of the 

forest. This was much slower going, and I didn’t distinguish myself – wandering vaguely about in the region of No.2, 

then getting confused by cutty grass around No 8. (When I eventually found this one, a Russian lady who’d been 

hanging on to my shoulder punched it then sprinted off into the distance...) However I didn’t care too much because 

I’d banked a good result the day before, and didn’t feel the need to push too hard. In the end my overall qualifying 

position was 14
th
 – safely into the A final and (hurray) not having to wear a yellow bib as one of the 10 fastest 

qualifiers!  

John had a slightly anxious wait to see if he’d made the A final as well. He had a slower run, but much of it in the very 

complex contour area. He lost a few minutes (especially around No.4) but when the winner came in at over 41 mins 

for 3.2k, his time of 59 mins seemed pretty good, and he finished 14
th
, his best run of the series - and comfortably into 

the A final. 

And so to the Long Final. Having enjoyed two days of glorious sunshine for the qualifying races, we had a complete 

contrast – lowering clouds and bursts of heavy rain. Having walked about 1.5k from the car-park, we were not amused 

to find that there was no marquee for shelter, and we had to make do with a crowded corner of the Results tent. Not 

ideal. 

 The area chosen for the Final was further north, and exhibited all the elements we’d already encountered: steep ups 

and downs, cutty grass and vague areas. However it was bisected by a gravel road, and my course crossed and 

recrossed this road several times; the art was to be sure of where you were as you turned into the forest from the road. 

A lot of the ladies in my class came unstuck in this section. Fortunately for me the controls all popped up where 

expected, though I stopped short of one and lost a little time before I spotted it. I remember long stretches of uphill 

slog, and hardly any downhill until right near the end. I was pretty certain that no yellow bibs had caught me up; 

nevertheless as I entered the finish area I was astonished to hear my name being called – holding first position with a 

lead of over 5 minutes! Quite a sweet moment, but of course it didn’t last, and as the yellow bibs came in, I slipped 

down the results, to finish up in 7th. I have to admit I was pleased with this outcome, much better than I had expected. 

There were 3 Swedes ahead of me (including the winner), one New Zealander, one Norwegian and the legendary 

Sharon Crawford from the USA.  

John had finished just before me after a disappointing run. He did not see a knoll on the line of the cut circle for No. 2, 

so ‘relocated’ when he had actually been in the right place. Later untidiness (esp. no. 12, a mere 150m leg, and again 

at 13) put him right down, and he finished about 2/3 of the way down the field. 

Because of the rather miserable weather we didn’t hang about, so unfortunately didn’t catch up with Wilf and Eleanor. 

We just hope they survived the experience and enjoyed it. 

Overall, it was a privilege to run in such challenging terrain with first class maps. Was it worth going all the way 

round the world to take part? Definitely! 

Carol Pearce 
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 Photos courtesy John & Carol Pearce 

 

 

 

 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE EARLY DAYS OF THE CLUB. 

 
The Club was founded on January 1

st
 1979, until then there were a collection of small clubs in the area.  They were 

Exmouth, Teignbridge, Westward and Exeter Footsloggers.  In 1978, Peter King, Erik Peckett, Brian Parker and Brian 

Till got together and suggested that the clubs merge to form just the one club; Devon.  An evening meeting was held at 

Dartington Hall in the autumn of 1978 as part of a mapping weekend run by Erik, all orienteers in the area were 

invited to attend the meeting and it was put to those present that one club should be formed to cover the whole of 

Devon County.  The South West Orienteering Association already existed and it was felt that as well as putting on 

better events, it would put orienteering on a firmer footing in the county and the South West.  Exeter Footsloggers 

were not interested in a Devon Club and continued to exist for a few more years until Mr Foot retired from the sport. 

Early members included some very familiar names:  Peter King and later his wife Edna and their daughters, Erik 

Peckett and later Margaret, Brian Parker and Sally, Brian Till and Heather, Rosemary and David Roach, Mike 

Steward, Val and Dave Livsey, Rodney, Carol and Katie Bennett, Chris Virgo, Gerald Woodley and Susan and Roger 

Hateley.  There must have been others, but these are the ones I remember.  Not all of them were founding members. 

The club grew slowly at first and then started to expand to the present numbers.  It is only in recent years that the 

membership in North Devon exceeded two!  I am sorry to say that it has returned to 2 again. 

At Easter 1979, the JK came to Devon!  A very different format from the present one.  Good Friday was a training day 

in the woods around Haldon Race course (Harcombe Forest).  The Saturday was an individual race held in age groups 

at Fernworthy.  The finish was on the reservoir edge with flags adorning the run in.  Easter Sunday was the JK relay 

day at Bramble Brook – now called Haldon Forest Park or Buller’s Hill.  Easter Monday was a warm down event put 

on by Quantock Orienteers.  Roger and I did not compete, but spent the days at the finish collecting control cards and 

stapling cloackroom tickets to them as the competitors finish.  Other people with stop watches timed the competitors 

over the finish line, yet more people wrote the times onto control cards and even more checked the pin punch marks 

on the card.  The maps were very advanced for the time, in four clours.  Harcombe was mapped by Erik Peckett, 

Fernworthy by Brian Parker and Bramble Brook by Harvey Map Services. 

Erik Peckett and Brian Till used to put on a novelty event on Boxing Day.  Margaret and Heather were the organisers 

and also the fairy or Santa, going around the area with a basket containing sweets for the children and sherry for the 

adults!  The events were held at Ashcombe, Harcombe and similar areas on the Haldon Ridge.  Participants were 

asked to carry and inflated balloon with them (it had still to be inflated at the end) or collect tokens, bottles, a series of 

pictures, wands or tinsel decorations, some of these I still use at Christmas!  As now, after the event there would be 

mince pies and punch.  Carol Bennett was the Social Secretary and organised several get togethers in a village hall.  
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Club members took along food to share and there would be orienteering related activities which could be done in a 

village hall.  These socials were very well received and a great evening was had by all.  

We also had get togethers at big events like the Scottish 6 days. 

 
 

Devon members and some friends from BOK and QO in 1997 

 

This has been my recollections of the early days of Devon O.C.  Please feel free to add to it so that the club has a full 

archive for all those that follow in our footsteps. 

 

 Susan Hateley 

 

 

GALOPPEN SERIES 
As members of Devon Orienteering Club you are entitled to enter events throughout the country.  Here in the South 

West a series of events are held each winter season which form a league for the South West.  These are the Galoppens.  

Each club hosts one per year and the results are combined to form a league table for each course.  The courses run 

from Brown to White.  You chose which course you wish to run and how many of the events you attend.  On the 

brown to short green courses the top male and female are awarded a token prize and the top junior may be considered 

for an award.  The other courses will give prizes to the top male and female juniors.  The light green course may also 

give a token prize to the top adult. 

Dates of some of the Galoppen events for the 2017/18 season are as follows: 

 

2017 

October 8
th
  SARUM at Foxbury. 

November 12
th
  DEVON at Haytor 

December 3
rd

   BOK at Brierley in the Forest of Dean 

 

2018 

April 8
th
  QO at Dunster Deer Park near Minehead 

April 29
th
  KERNO at Davidstow 

 

Other clubs to advertise their dates and venues are NORTH GLOS, NORTH WILTS, WIM and WSX. 
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RESULTS 

 
British Orienteering Championships 

Gold  

M70 Tom Lillicrap 

 

Other Places: 

M60 14
th
 Rob Parkinson  55

th
 Nicholas Maxwell 

M70 33
rd

 Alan Simpson 

 

Relay 

M60 8
th
 Devon Greens Rob Parkinson, Tom Lillicrap, and Nicholas Maxwell 

 

 

South West Sprint Championships 
Champions 

M14 Fraser Dixon  M16 Ruben Vasey 

M18 Harry Fox  M35 Ben Chesters 

M70 Tom Lillicrap 

 

2
nd

 Places 

M14 James Rob  M16 Obbie Fox 

M18 Harry McMurtrie 

 

3
rd

 Places 

M14 Finn Heywood  M16 Sam Johnson 

M18 Dominic Walker 

 

 

DEVON LEAGUE WINNERS 
Winners of the different courses ruin the 2016/17 league series are as follows: 

Brown:  Ben Chesters  Michelle Spillar (WIM) 

Blue:  Tom Lillicrap  Ella Bowles 

Green:  Tommy Wright  Meg Somers 

Light Green: Edward Purchase Claire Toomey 

Orange:  Finn Sellar (IND)/Guy Owen Lyra Medlock 

Yellow:  Ben Parry  Amy Withers 

 

 

 

FIXTURES 

 

DEVON EVENTS 
 

July 

23
rd

  Devon Relays   King Tor. 

Teams of three. 

An individual score event available for those who do not wish to be part of a team. 

 

September 

:24
th
   Club Championships  Escot Park 

 

October 

22
nd

  Compass Sport Cup Final Yelverton 

As many people as possible are required for the Devon Team and also as helpers.  YOUR CLUB NEEDS YOU!  

Contact Ruth Chesters to enter and Nicholas Maxwell as a helper.  Volunteer before you are asked. 
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November:12
th
  Devon Galoppen  Haytor 

Again helpers are needed 

 
 

December :10
th
   League 2   Holne Moor 

 

 

 

KERNO EVENTS 

 
August  

13
th
  Summer Series 5  Truro School 

 

September 

1
st
  Informal Training for Caddihoe   Holywell Dunes, Newquay 

2
nd

   Caddihoe Day 1.  SW Middle Distance Championships 

      Hayle Towans 

3
rd

  Caddihoe Day 2.  SW Long Distance Championships 

      Hayle Towans 

 

October 

1
st
  Winter Series 1  Craddock Moor 

29
th
  Winter Series 2  Polly Joke 

 

November 

25
th
  Night Series 1  Penhale South 

26
th
  Winter Series 3  Mount Edgcumbe 

December 

9
th
  Night Series 2  Tehidy 

 

 

 

QO EVENTS 

 
September 

16
th
  QOFL 1  Cothlestone Hill & 20 Acre Wood 

30
th
  QO Long O Day 1 Venue TBC 

October 

1
st
  QO Long O Day 2 Venue TBC 

Sat.21
st
   QOFL 2  St Audries 

November 

Sat 18
th
  QOFL 3  Wind Down 

 


